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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to ex;hibit the mediation and moderation influence of
organizational mativation and organization characteriitics belween intellectual
capital and innwation capability of Textile & Apparel industry in Sri Lanka.
The shifi of the traditional tangible assets towards more subtle forms af
intellectual capital creates a cracial factor for the achieveruent of the innovation
capability and campetitive advantage. In this study, the prev,ious wittJcs have
exclusively focused on the co-aligrunent between intellecual capital ond
innovation capability as compelled to deliver competitive advantage. The

random sampling technique and structured questionnaires were qdminist uted as
a research irutrument to colleet the data. Tlu results demonstrated that the
intellectual capital has significant positive relationship an innwation capability
with mediated snd rTroderated effects. The findings of this research will be useful

for the Textile & Apparel Indastry to understand and apply intellectual capital to
create innwation capability in their organizations.

Key words- Intellectuql capital, Innwation capability, Orgailizational
motivation and Organization characteri stics.

Introduction

krnovation is diverse and pervasive. lt is apptcableto every facet ofbusiness activity of
each enterprise. The importance of innovation to both the organizations and the society
has been highlighted in'the literature. (Iluber, i9M)poshrlated that i::novation, and

institutionalzed experimentation, will take on an added importance in post-industrial
orgauizations, whose environments will be charaoterized by increasing knowledge,
complexity and turbulence. More resehrch have established a positive link between
innovation and firm perfoimance (Dess, 1997; Morris, 1996:r' Xiaobo Wu &
Sivalogathasan, 2013; S. A. C. Zabra, J.G., 1995), The ability to innovate on a zustained
basis, an innovation capability, is irnportant as research has showu'that orgalizations
possessing innovation capabrlities have a sustained competitive advantage and use it to
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The intellectual capital is recognized as the rnost important aod vital ingredient for the
sucoess of organizations in a competitive snvironment. The main ingredients of the
production-based economy were land, lahor, capital and physical assets. However, in a
prcsent knowledge-based economy, intellectual calital (IC) has become more important
to add values when it is compared to physical asset$ @ontis,}ffil; Khalique, Shaari, &
Isa, 2011; Yalama & Coskuq 20An.ID the same way that intellectual capitaL has been
recogrrizrd as the most important source of competitive advantage of various
organizations which lead to increase the innovation capability, organizational
performance and economic growth of the 'country. Therefore, it is indiqpensable that the
empioyees'of the textile & apparel indusuy leam to employ the intellectual capital to
improve their i:rnovation capability and organizatronal performance in a knowledge-
based economy. Thuq the overarching research question of this paper is, "What are the
factors and intellectual capital practices that facilitate the development of innovation
capability of Textile & Apparel Industry of Sri Lanka?" To answering this question, we
draw on the theoretical approaches of the resource trased theory of the firm (J. Barney"
1991) and the innovation literature that focuses on the organization level of analysis

Q{ohria & Ghoshal, 1997).

Thc tercrle & apparel sector around the world has grown as a knowledge concentrated
sector in dynamic and competitive 6nyjlsnment. From the last decade, the textile &
apparel sector has been undergoing dramatic change in both organizational and
technological advancemert pushing top manageme,nt to reformulate their business
strategies (Cabrita & Bontis, 2008). The textile & apparel industry is very important for
the growing economy of Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is a developing cormtry and a small
tropical isiand offthe southem tip of India which is situated in South Asia. Today textile
& apparel industry has become one of the largest incomes generating avenue in the
colmtry. In fact textile & apparel industry is one of ths most lucrative foreign exchange
eamings for the Asian region. It has contributed to the 52% of the Sri Lankan export
eanrings :m2012.In addition to that the industy directly employs nearly 390,000 people
as worldorce all over the county. There are 891 garment factories of which 177 xe
small, 468 mediunr, and266 iarge scale factories. The industy spreads the huge area of
the corinhy and can be seen number of factories re operating in every distict in the
county. The significant character of this industry is 87Vo young wome,rr and educated
employees are been employed as worldorce. Tatking about appmel industry, industry
use low technology & it can be introduced as labour intensive industry @erera &
Mahakalanda, 2008; Sivalogathasan & Hapuarachchi, 2010).

Review of Literature

lntellectual Calital
The terrn of ifiellectual capital was first proposed by Gilbraith ( 1969), as a form of
knowledge, intellect, and brainpower activity, which used knowledge to create value
(Chen, 2010). The importance of intellectual capital rn a knowledge-based economy is
widely accepted and (Stewart 1997) pornted out that intellectual capital is referred as to
the accumulatiol of all knowledge, skills and expertise of employees that can lead to
take oompetitive advantages. In the same way Edvinsson & Sulhvan (1996) argues that
intellectual capital is essentially defined as the knowledge assets that can be converted
into value. In additio4 Bontis (1999) illustrated that intellectual capital comprises three
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components: human capital, customer capital and strucfirral capital. Moreover,
researchers argud that intellectual capital is mainly based on intangible assets for
example knotvledge, skills of emDloyees, customer satisfactior, loyalty, policies,
procedures, social value, intellectual property, industrial property, faith, etlics etc.,

@ontis, 1999; Brooking & Mottq 1996 L. Edvinsson & Malone, 1997; Khalique et al.,
2011; Sveiby, 1998; Xiaobo Wu & Sivalogathasan, 2013). They argued that intellectual
caprtal is mainly based on human capital, customer capital, skuctural capital, social

capital, tecbnological capital and spiritual capital. In this study, only three components

of intellectual capital namely hunan capital, organizational capital and social capital
were tested empirically.

Human capital is mainly based on ttre individual abilities, lnowledge, know-how, talent,

education, skills and experiences of, employees in orgenizations (-" Edvinsson &
Malone, 1997; Khalique et al", 2011). Human capital is the most important component

of intellectual capital, and it is critical for creativity and i::novation. Snell (Suell &
Dean, 1992) pointed out that human caprtal is creative, bright and skilled employees

with expertise in their function. Human capitals refer to prooesses that relate to training,
education and other professional inr'-tiatives in order to increase the levels of knowledge,

skills, abilities, values, and social assets of an employee which will lead to the

employee's satisfaction and perfomrance, and eventually on a firm perfonnance:

Rastogi ( 2000) stated that human capital is an important input for organizations

especially for employees' ccartinuous improveme,nt mainly on knowledge, skills, and

abilities. Thus, the defiaition of human capital is referred to as "the knowledge, skills,
competencies, and attributes embodied in individuals that facilitate the creation of
personal, social and economic weli-being" (OECD, 2001). The human capital focuses

two main components which are individuals and orgauizations.

Organizational capital is also one of the mo$ important components of intellectual
capital. Organizational capital is a glue of organization. It is based on the internal
structure ofthe organization, to the processes anC procedures, guidelines, rules and etc"

It encompasses of all non-human storehouse of knowledge in organizations including
orgauizational competitive inteiligence, routing formula, policies, procedures and

databases (I(ha1ique, eflal, 2011). Firms in order to share the knowledge need structural

assets, zuch as information systemg laboratories, competitive and market intelligence

and management foous (Stewart, 1997). Organizational capital is everything that gets

left behind at the ofEce wlen employees go home. On the contrary to human capital,
organizationalcapital belongs to organization as a whole and it can be reproduoed and

shared.

Social capital is recoenized as one of the most impoaant components of intellectual
capital. Naphat and Goshal ( 1998) mgued that organizations having higb social capital
can take more competitive advantage and they pointed out that it mainly based on three

dimensions whioh is widely acgepted such as structural, copitive and relational. These

dimensions of social c4pital cteate the value of the intellectual capital of an

organization. Social caprtal includes relationships, attitudes and values that manage

interactions among people and contibute to economic and social development in a

societ,' (Yazdanifard & Nia, 2011). Social caprtal has facilitated theoretical debates

which have stimulated reconsideration of significance of human relations, of netw-orks,

of organizaLional forms, of trust for quality of life and of developmental of organization
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performance; lThe literature stressed that the one or several dimensions of intellectual
capital can effEeot on the innovation capability of organizations. However, previous
studies have ,fbund that intellectual capital [as significant relationship with the
innovation capability and organizational performance @ontis, 1998; Bontis et a1., 2000;
Cabrita and Bontis, 2008, Sivalogathasan & Wu, 2013).

,rovation Capability
The innovation capability as higher-order integration capabilities and a mixed model
comprising vision and strategy, harnessing the competence base, organizational
intelligence, creative and idea managemen! organizaflsaal structures and systems,

cultnre and climate, and management of technolory. Teece ( 1997) firdher developed
the area proposing dynamic capabilities theory as the *subset of the
competences/capabfities which allow the firm to ffeate nevr products and processes and

-respond to changing market circumstances". As Lawson (2001) note, there is no one-generic 
formula of innovation oapacity. Innovation capacity can proposed as a'higher-

order integration capability, that is, the ability to manage multiple capabilities that
successfully stimr:late the innovation activities. An innovation capabiliry can be defined
as the ability to continuously transform knowledge and ideas into new products,
processes and systems for the benefit of the firm and its stakeholden.

Tnnovation capability is the comprehearsive set of characteristics of an organization that
facilitate and support inmvation $rategies. The innovation capability is critical for
competitive advantage; however, we stil1 do not know how to develop it. This capability
has been discussed as "dynamic capability" (Teece, 1997) "core capability" (Leonard-
Barton, 1995), "combinative capability" (Kogut 1992), "core competence" (Prahalad &
Hamel, 1990), and "integrative capability" (R. & Lorsch, 1967). However, despite the
ext€nsive debate about its importance, there is still limilsd tmderstanding of "ho#'
drganizations develop it. As (Foss, Krudsen, & Montgomery, 1995) indicate: *The

question of intentionality becomes particularly salient when consiaering how a firm sets

out to build a given set of capabilities. Innovation is one of the primary means by which
an organizatiotr can achieve sustainable growth (McEvily, Eisenhard! & Prescott
2004). The potentiai impact of a firm's innovatiou capability on its competitive
advantage has been widd recognized and documented in the intemational management
and strategy literatures. Therefore, the intellectual capital for Innovation capabilif in
advance of motivation should lead to zuperior performance. Therefore, an importance of
management iiterature indicated that innovation capability has also become to be an

important part of the competitive power of the firms. Concisely, innovation also needs
the transformation and exploitation of existing knowledge.

Of ganizational Motivation
The effects of Intellectual capital on Innovation capability and frm competitive
advantage should be mediated by organizational motivation of internal and extemal
factors. This argurnent is consistent wrth the work of Zahra S. A.& George ( 2002) who
claim that.firms that focus extensively on learning from and exploring the environment
can constantly renew their knowledge stock but cannot benefrt from it unless they can
exploit what they have learned from their environment. $imilafly, March (lr4arch, 1991)
notes that Adaptive systems that engage in exploration to the exclusion of exploitation
are likely to find that they suffer the costs of, experimentation without gaiddg many of
its benefits. They exhibit too many underdeveloped new ideas and too little distinctive
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competence. Therefore, the absorptive capacity theorists zuggest organizational
motivation shopld play a mediating role in the Intellectual capital and Innovation
capability lead to firrn competitrve advantage and perfor4ance. In this study Cost
effrciency, Reputation status, Market strare, and Government support are considering as

mediating variable of organizational motivation.

Innovation is market driven; the flrms innovate in order to gain an advantage over
competitors, perhaps by becoming more cost+fficie,lrt, by tailoring products to meet
unique customer requirements, or by improving acc€ss to service in new markets. The
challenges of the marketplace are met by product developers in two ways: development
of innovative products and reducing product costs. Reputation and Demanding
customers/users are the key drivin! forces for the firm to innovate. Also the customer
requirement provides the rmportant and direct input for firms. A deep rmderslanding of
the consumer is seen as a driver of innovation. Build a market share and opporh:nity
identification are the start of any i::novation. The right opportunity idenffication is the
key to the firm i:rnovation results, It can be the nev market ornew application industry,
customer requirement change, new technology change, new business models and
alliance opportunity, Government support plays an important role for country
innovation qystem. With rmique challenges and barriers of innovation faoed by firms,
government need to build up conductive environment for firm imovalipu like facilitate
the entry of small new playerq provide necessary incentives, lower thb entry and exit
barriers, h"lpi"g with network buildup, market intelligence etc. With limited resourbes

and capabilities firms have diffrculty to build-up necessary research and dwelopmenl of
inmvation capability.

O rganizationat Characteristies
Several firm-level variables that can potentially affect the outcomes of this study were
used as moderate variables such as size of firm, age of firm, reward winner, and union
present. Firm size was measured as the total mrmier of enrployees of the operation.
Firrn age was measured as the age when the firm was origmally established in.
Upstream competence of the firm was also controlled fpr. Presence of an upskeam value
actrvity was measured by combining two items which asked about the firm status by
measured the rewards winning status and the employe'e involvement in the business
process Numerous organizational f,qq,Iq{s.beyo4d .mlt[p$U+l.eapital may influence
innovative capabilities. For example, large organizqtipus. may. be {"r9r9 likely to develop
innovative capabilities owing to their extensive reiource bases (Cockbgrn &,Henderso4
1998), however, smaller organizations may be moie innovative owing to their flexibility
(Cohen & Levinthal 1990). Lastly, the natue of the organization,.w.p me?sr.red how
employee can contribute effectively to achieve the organization goals The ndtr:re of the
organizations 1"4 "Tploye" 

contribution are compeling in environment con-trgl which is
known to fuflue,nce ttreir imovative capabilities.
In order to:identfy the relationship of rntellectual capithl with the Innovation p4pabrlity

of textile & apparel industry in Sri Lanka, three cogponents of intellectu4l capital,
namely human capital, organizational capital and soclal capital were employed.
Previous studies revealed that intellectual cApi{ai...ls pqsitively associated, with the
innovation capabilrty and organizational perfor-mance. @ontis, 2001; Huang & Wu,
2010; Xiaobo Wu, Sivalogathasan, & Xong, 2013). The research model adopted for
this study is maiuly based on three independent varlables namely hurran capital,
organizational capital social capital and dependent variable as inrovation capability,
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mediating variable as an orgsnizational motivation, and moderating variable as an

organizational characteristics. The flow of the hypothesized research model relationship
betweenvariables is depicted inFigurel- 

+

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Organizational

MotivationA
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/ Innovation
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Based on the above model, the following four research hypotheses were constnrcted.

H1: Intellectual capiral has a sigtificdnt, pasitive ,fir"t on Inn*ation capability of the

Textile & Apparel Industry in Sri Lonko-

H2: Organizational motivation hqs positive association with lonovation capability of
the Textile & Apparel Industry in Sn Lffika

H3: Organizational motivation will mediate the relationship be*een Intellectuail
capital and Innwdion capability ofthe Textile &Apparel Industry in Sri Lanl@.

H4: Organizationql chardcterislics will moderate the relationship between Intellectual
capital and bmovation capability of the Tertile & Apparel Industry in Sri l-anka-

H5: Organizational chsracteristics will moderate the mediated retationship by
organizational motivation between Inteilectual capilal qnd Innovation capability of the
Textile & Apparel Industry in Sri Lanka.

Research Methodology

A structured questionnaire based survey having 42 items was used to collect the data
from Textile & Apparei Indush:y in Sri Lanka. The amended version of questionnaires
items were used for tlis study. The amendments were made to ensure that the constructs
is relevant to this research in Sri Lankan cootext. A total of 450 set of questionnaires
were distributed in Sri Lanka. A total of 304 set of completed questiornaires were
retumed, The reqponse rate was 67Ya wbtch was considered as a good. The research
divided the questionnaire into four concept variables ofintellectual 

""pit 
t, organization

motivation, organization characteristics, and innovation. capability, although the
questionnafue desip followed the method of ilemized measuremetrt.
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The simple mediation model, which is the focus of this article, is diagra:ned in Figure 1.

If it is assumed that M and I are treated as contiruous, X is either dichotomous or
teated as contiruous, and all effects are modgled as linear, then the various effects in
this model (c, c', a, and ,) can be estimat3d with a set of ordinary least squares
regressions or simultaneously using a strigtural equation modeling (SEIO program. Io
the regression cont€xt, tWo linear models are required to estimate M and I, as such: (l)
and (2). There are two effects of X &at are of primary interest in mediation analysis.
Most ceutral is the indirect effect ofX, quantrfred as the product of coeffrcients a and b.

This product a6, is interpreted as the amount by which two cases that differ by one unit
on X are estimated to differ on I as a result of the effect of -f on M uihich in turn affects
L The indirect effect of X serves as a quantitativg Instnntiation of the mechanism
through which.Y influences L But it is not the only path of influence from X to Y . X can
also influence I directly, independent of its indirect effect via M. The direct effect (c)
quantifies how much two cases who differ by one unit on X but whq are equal on M are
estimated to differ on.fl.

l.[=il+aX+eM
Y=i2+c'X'+ bM+eY
I=j3+c,Y+eY

Though not a focus in modern approaches to mediation analysis, the total effect ofX on
I, represented as coefficient c, is the sum of,Ys direct effect on.f aad its iadirect e,ffect
on I ttrough M, i.e.; c = c' + aD. Thus, the total effect catr be estimated by combining
estimates derived from Equations (l) and (2). A s€parate model is not needed to
estimate c. However, researchers frequently do begin theif mediation analysis by first
estimating I from X in isolation to establish rrhether there is a total effect to explain
prior to deciding whether to proceed with the estimatiou of the indirect effect. In that
case, c can be equivalently estimated from (3)" The simple mediation model is
pmameterized with trnro linem models, one for M and one for L Although fomal
estimation of the relative total effects is straightforward, the relative total effects are

equal to the sum ofthe corresponding relative direct aad indirect effects.

Moderator variable is an interaction variable that affects the strength of the relationship
between an independent variable and dependent variable. Specifically within a
correlational analysis framework, a moderator is a third vuiable that affects the zero:
order correlation between through other variables. A moderator variable is a vanable
that moderates the relationship between other variables, Example; the relationship
between X md Y depends on the level of some third variable , Z. size of the firm (Z)
may moderate the relationship between intellectual cpprtal (D and lnnovation capability

m

(1)

(2)

(3)

Y=it+aX+eY
Y-iz+aX+bZ+eY
Y:itrd+bZ+cXZ+eY

Y: i4 + c',\X + c'.zz +c',3xz + bLL[+ h2MZ+ttXM - j]Afi + eY (1)

(4)
(s)
(6)
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In this model, the )Ov-I aod )il\42 interactions are added to the lndiYlq4 mediation and

moderation eguationq to form a general model that includes all effecJs (mcludutg

additional c' and p pffects) Here the i coefficient represents the test of rtrether the M to
Y relation differs across lcvels of X and the 7 ooefficient represents the three-way

interaction effeot whereby the relations between Z ardMand Y differ across levels of
X. If a statisticallv significant j coefflrcient is found, firrther simple interaction effects

and simple mediated effed* are explored"

.,
Results and Discussions

,,
Sample Description
The demograplrig,percentages are based on the questionnaires without missing data. As

mentioned before, the respondents come from a variety of drfferent firms with 55.3%

male and M.7Yo felorLale. Their ages ranged from 20 to 59, around 50Yo from?5-35 yems

'old. 17 .4% are upper level managers , 55.9/o are middle managers, and 21.7% are lower

managers (Supervisors). Their fimctions include accounting advisory, engineering,

financ-e, human resources, educational insfuctors, marketing, operations, research,

sales, and technolory services. Respondents were indicated that around 78%o come from
501-2000 employee size offrm Regarding education level,ZSYo are from i0-13 years

school education, and 43o/o from certificate and diplom4 32o/o from bachelors and

master degrees More than 70Vo have 2-7 years of experience in their preseut

orgenizsli6l The indushies represe,nted are dominated by those induskies with a hjgher
probability of importance of inJellectual capital. This sample attempts to rq)resent

various leveis within an organization in which knowledge management procegses,would

exist to encourage employees to participate in this study. The strategic nafure'of,.the

survey demands that executives and managers fill in the questionnaire developed for this
study. However, while executives are the most knowledgeable sotuces of fiqn-level
stategio phenomena, where the research shows that more than Sff/o are hav*irg above

diploma and degree, which satisfy responde,nts' slllTey of intellectual capital and

innovation capability and firm performance in the textile & apparel industry in Sri

Lanka. The individual responde,lrts for this study had atr av€rage tenure of 4-5 years

working experience in the iame company in Sri Lanka. Therefore, we can mnclude that
the responses came from key informants from each organization who have the

knowledge and experienee to address the issues under investigation in this study.

Reliability and Validity
The data were screened and cleaned, to ensure the reliability of the instrumen!
Cronbach Alpha was used. The results 

'showed that human capitai had a,eoefficient of
0.869, organDational capital of 0.8?8;"social capital of 0.865, Intellectnatr capital of
0.857, Organizational motivdtion of 0.809; and Innovation capability of 0:874, A11

constructs had showed above the suggested value 0.5 (Nurnally and Bernstein, 1994).

Therefore, on the basis of reliability test it was assumed that ite scales used in this

researoh is reliable to capture the constructs. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).was

further used to veriff reliability and validity of the scales. The composite reliability
(CR) values for thrc fi.ve constucts ranged from .73 to .94, exoeeding the acceptable

level (.60) suggested by Bagozn & Yi, (1988). As a further confirrnation, the majority
of the values for a'ierage Vaiiance extacted (AVE) exceed the threshdld level (.50)

zuggested standard. Table 1 shows that the Cronbach alpha of these consfucts indicated

that a1l constructs were highly reliable because all constructs were higher than 0.70,
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ranging from the lowest reliability of 0.809 of organizalisnal motivation to the highest
reliable construct of 0.878 of organizational capital.

Yariables Items Factor
loadins

Cronbach A\IE CR
o

Ilr,manCapital Competency
Abllrty to adopt
Skrll expenence
Techniques/processes
Creative knowledge

SocialCapital Clientsatisf'action
Relationshrp
Trust buildrng
Networkrng
Cgmmrrnication

Orgauiizational Procedures/processes
Capital Way of workrng

Develop knowledgc
Uses of resource
Org.Environmcnl

0.869 0.658 0.905

0.865 0.653 0.904

0 878 0.672 0.91i

0.840
4.799
0.847
0.813
0.754
0.866
0.825
0.780
0.7w
0:792
0.824
0.831
0.792
0.819
0.833

Organizational Marketshare
Motivation Rcputation s1atus

(mediate) Government supports
Low- cost

0.809 0.658 0.8850.834
0.883
0.i 52
0.774

Organizational S,ze of firrn.
Characteristics Age of fum
(moderate) Awards rvinner

Lrnion present

0.868
0.'7 41

0.777
0.402

0.084 0.814 .0.9i1

Innovation
Capability

0.801

0.816
0 814
0.854

0.792

Teoh.fusion, push
enables

Fundamentally change

New produots/services
Newprocesses
/operations
Explicit coordination

0.874 0.666 0.908

Source: Survey Data

From the descriptive resirlts, it can be .seen that there are many constructs: namely,
human capital, social capital, organ2ation capital, organizational motivation, and

innovation capability, and fraally organizational characteristics such as size of firm, age

of firrn, awards winner, and union present. From the observed vuiables, the scale was

from I to 5. The mean of all data was in the range of 3.80 to 4.00. The construct is with
the highest mean (4.218) of firm performance and lowest mean (3.956) of human
caprtal. i{owever, all average ofconskucts lvas near 4 and above.
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Ditect ModelAnatysis
We asrume direct model validation, found intellectual capital of the frim has a certain

role in influence on innovation capability, in which the role of the firms organizational

motivation has strongest coefftcient of 0.483" p <0.05 followed by rntellectual capital,

has impact coeffioient of 0.313, p< 0.05 signifrcantly. The rm-paotrfactor of
o:ganizational characteristics is 0.029, p< 0.05 not significance; Iere we'foirnd that the

iniellectual capital of the frrm has the mo$ signifrcant influence on innovation

capability, this also confirms the intellectual capital of the human, social, and

orgarrizaiional capital as the company's core research ide1s; Organizational

ch-mactenstics have no signfficant impact on innovation capability;'but it may be

indirecfly impact on innovation capability, able to make a sensitive'respoose to the

market, deliberately raising the company's intellectual capital efficiency, and promote

innovation capabil ity.

'Model 
control variables: firm size, firm age, awards winner, and union present for

innovation capability effects vary, it can be seen from the results m these four variables,

only firm ag" on i:rnovation capabiiity not sipificantly affecled, the coefficient of -
0.0b8, p< 0-05, indicating that firm age and innovation capability have certain negative

correlation and not significant, startups often called faster than the age-old company's

growth is relatively slow, but size of firm has significant negative affected on innovation

capabiiity, firm size affect the innovation capability, sipificant coefEcieots is -0.354,

,i O.OS. The Awards wi:rner and Union preseirt were also signifrcantly impact on

innovation capability, coeffrcient was sipifrcant respectively 0.487, 0.595, p< 0.05 in
(Table 2).

Iable 2. Correlation Matrix
Variables EliC SOC OGIC

s(rc 0.691 
--

0.000

=304'
OGM

oGC A.769" 0.797"
0.000 0.00c

oGM 0.782" 0.658" 0148"
0.000 0.000 0.000

rNNOC 0.688" 0.689" 0.751'. 0.79',7"

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Size -.468"' -.275" -.338" -.397'. -.354-'

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Age -.1g4" -.089 -.133' '.AZs -.088 0.690"
0.001 0.122 0.021 0.613 A.124 0.000

Awards 0.504'" 0.443'. 0.551" 0.489" 0.487" -.199" 0.001

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.983

Union 0.595-' 0.527" 0.562" 0.557" 0.595" -.456" -.280" 0'458"

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.m0 
-Q.00Q-1 

-
t* indicates statistical sienifissnce at the 1% level (2-tailed),

Source: Survey Data

This research study attempted to explore the relatioaship between the componenls of
intellectual capitai aud irnovation capability of textile & apparel industry aad flve
researoh hypotheses were construoted. To test resemch hypotheses Pearson correlation

was used. The results of the study indicate that the components of intellectual capital are

positively related to the innovation capability of texlile & apparel industry in Sri Lanka-
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The result alsorshows that organizational motivation has more positil'e relationship with
Innovation capability as compared to other variables. Moreover, judging from the

frndings of the Person correlation organizational capital is the second variable and

social capitat is the thkd variable, aud humanrcapital is the fourth variable that shows

positive relationship with innovation capability. Therefore, the frndings supported these

resoarch hypotheses of the study. The results of Pearson correlation are'depicted in
Table 2.

The most popular method for testing mediation in organizational research is the @aron
& Kenoy, 198Q procedure. ln this procedure, one must estimate tlree regression

equations and satisS four conditions in order to establish mediatio'n" and the (Sobel,

l98O test also is a formal test of the joint sipificauce of the two effects comprising the

mediating variable e,ffect which were used to test mediating effects

Hypothesis H2, and.I/3 proposed that the relationship between intellechral capital and

innovation capability is mediated by organization motivation. The results in Table 2

show that intanglble assets have a sipificant impact on innovation capability to satisff
the first condition (gondition 1) of the Baron and Kenny (1986) procedure for
sslaflishing mediation To testing the indirect effect of intellectual capital on innovation
capahility 

"requires a signiflc'ant relatronship between intelleitual capital and

organization motivation {candition 2) artd between organization .slivxtion . and

innovatioa capability in &e presence of intellectual capital (condition 3). There was

support for the,s€cond coodition based on the results of Hypothesis II1 reported in the

Table 4, modrel 3 *ows that organization motivation and innovation capability are also

srgnifrcantly related in the presence of intellectuai capital (fi = .487, p < .05) - satisfing
the third condition. Based on the support formd for both of these relationships, the

presence of an indirect relationship is sup'ported between intellectual capital and

innovation capability tbrough organization motivation. Sobel (1982) test was finther
conducted to test the sipificance of the indirect effect of rniellectual capital on

capabiiity. The result of this test provided firther zupport for the sipificance
of such an indirect effect (Sobel z = 4.263,p < .0r, Therefore, there was evident to
supported Hypothesis f13.

Hypothesis f1.4 proposed that the relationship between intellectual capital and imovation
capability is,moderated by organizalielat chatacteristics. The results in Table 3, sholr
that rntellectual capital me siCnificantly and positively related to the dependent variable

{9:0.777, p < .05) - satissing the fimt condition of Baron and Kenny (1986)

procedure. The second condition tlat tne indepeirdent variable (intellectual capital) be

related to the mdrator (organizational motivation) was also satisfied, glven the support

found for Hypotheses H2 reported above. Frnally, as sho$n above, in the presence of
organization'onotivatioq and organizational characteristicq the effect of intellectual

capital on innovatiou capability was reduced (F = 0.309, p < -05), while the impact of
organization motivation was positive and significant (9 = 0.475, p < .05), and

organization characteristics has positive impact (p = 0.070, p < .o5), sati$ing the third
and fourth conditions for establishing partial mediation. Thus, [Iypothesis f/J was

zupported based on the original @aron and Kenny, 1986) procedure" The results of the

Sobel test provided firther support for the sipificance of the indirect relationship
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between intellectual capltal and innovation capabiiity through organization motivation

when organization characteristics is moderating the Sobel results shown sigrrificant

(Sobelz=3.895,p<.05). 
.r

The moderation effect is present whm the addition of the interaction teims to the model

&at contains the control, independent, and the moderator variables causes a significant

change in the F value and the coefficients of the interaction terms. are significant. Table

3 presents the results ofthe moderated regression analysis for irnovation capability. In
tUe grst set of hypotheses, it was predicted &at organization motivation will be more

skongly related io innovation capabilrty in cases whea organization motivation and the

threetacets of intellectual capital are high. Model 1 and 3 in Table 3 reports the results

of the moderated regression analysis for these hypothesps- In Model 4, rndepmdelrt

mediating and moderator variables were entered- The results show that mediating and

.moderatingvmiable were positive and significantly related to innovation capability.

Yet, in the presence of organizational characteristics, organization motivation was a

sipifrcant predictor of innovation capability. Model 5 and Model 6, show that a

sigrrificant F change in the model compared with first step zuggesting that the

terms explained additional variance ey61 and above that accouated for by
va:iables. In model 6, while the interaction term of organizational chmacteristics was

significant (P = 0.122, p < .05), the only one of interactionbeta coeffrcient was ncgative,

but overall is to zupport Hypolhesis H4. The interaotion term of organizational

characteristics and intellectual capital had also the same trerd with a sipifrcant and

negative coefficient. Thus, there wa-s only minor support for Hypothesis I14. The two

facets of organizational characteristics (awards, and umon) would have a positive

moderating impact on the relationship betwee,n intellectual cqpital and innovation

capability.

The two sipificant and negative interaction terms which were contruy to predictionl
can also be a statistical artifact for including highly conelated terms in moderated

regression analyses. In order to rule out this possibility, we tested the prdicted
interactions one at a time. The results did not change substantially - intellectual capital

and organizational characteristics interaction ryas negative aad no sipificant. When

includes organization motivation the interactions w€re changed and significant.

Organizadonal characteristics and organization motivation interaction were not

significan! b-ut organization motivation and intellectual capital inJeraction were negative

and sipifrcant with organizational characteristics. The onginal analysis 1v1s 
thul

retained since it provides a more conservative test for the ploposed relatioaships and

keeps the theoretical unity ofthe intellectual capital construct intact

Tabte 3: Intellectual Capital aa{ Innovation Capability Model SrrmmarY

Varlabler Modetl Modd2 Model3 Modd4 Motlels Model6

hnovation
Capabitity@tC)

lrtellectual Capital

GC)
Orgaoizational
Motivdion(OM)
Organizational
Chracteristics

0.735 0.387
(0.000) (0.000)

0.487
(0"000)

0. i05

a

0.717
(0.000)

0.368 0.597 0.75i 0. i54
(0.000) (0.000) (0 000) (0.31e)

0.475 0.'192 2.t37
(0 000) (0.000) (0 000)

0.070 0.122 -0.479

(0.008) (0.040 (0"354) &l1ll
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(ocH)
IC x OCH

OIv{ x OCH

ICxOM

ICxOMx OCH

{.028 I _014
(0.892) (0.001)

-1.416
(0.095)
- i.540
(0.015)
0.652

(0.406)
0.189 -0.924
0.614 0.715
158.80 106.11
0.000 0.flo0

0.503 0252 0.528
0.604 0.614 0.690

46 t .3 l 238.9'7 334.35
0.000 0.000 0.000

p
R)
F
sE.

0.359
o.694
226.47
0,000

4.495
(0-0?q

-0.335
0.695

227.53
0.000

Source: Sun'ey Data

Model 5 aud Model 6 independent, mediating, and moderating variables are preseut
with interaction In Model5, intellectual capital has positive significant (B : 0.597,
p4.05) relationship with innovation capability while mediating variable associated with
interactioa. Organization motivation has positive and statistically significant (P4.792,
p<0.05), but interaction of organ.izational motivation and intellectual capital have
negative sipificant with innovation capability (p=4.495, p<.05), and explaining 70
percent of variance. In the Model7, include independenf mediatrng; and modprating
variable with interaction. The intellectual capitai and organizational characteristics have
no significant (p{.154, p<0.05; p=4.079, p{.05) rcspectively, but organization
motivation has shong positive significant with imovation capability ff)1.137, p<0.05).
Only intellectual capital and organizational characteristics interaction have positive
sipificant G:1.014, p4.05), oth€r hteractior have negative and no sipiflcant with
innovation capability. Overall Model7 explained 72 percent of variance of sample.

In order to increase the interpretability of the interaction effects found in this set of
hypotheses, the regression equation in Table 3, Model 2 was soived for high and low
levels of the sienifisanl moderators. These results zuggest that rrnder low leveis of
organizational characteristics, ths relationship between intellectual capitai and
innovation capability is positive. However, under high levels of organizational
characteristics this relationship becomes positive trend, zuggesting that intellectual does
not have any big impact on inuovation capability under conditions of high
organizational characteristics. On the other haud, Figure 2 illustrates the positive and
dis-ordinal mediating impact of organization motivation on the relationship between
intellectual capital aud fu:novation capability. Visual inspection suggests that when firms
possess high levels of motivation, the relationship between intellectual caprtat and
innovation capability is positive and under low levels of organization motivation the
relationship between intellectual capital and innovation capability is negative. Finally,
this positive impact of organizational motivation on the relationship between intellectual
oapital and innovation capabrlity suggest that there are positive mediating effects of
organizational motivation on innovation capability.

Therefore, the estimated correlation relationships are consistent with theoretical
presumptions. The evidence shows that textild & apparei Induff has benefited from
intellectual capital in innovation capability. More precisely, focusing on the Texhle &
Apparel Industry of Sri Lanka, we estimate model that mediate by organizational
motivation on intellectual capital and innovation capability. These results are, in some

s
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way, confilmed by other recent empirical studies. Conceming the greater importance

intellectual capital compared to that of innovation capabiliry efforts, as our results show,

in these industries, the iapability of innovation soems indeed to be more important' The

estimates of the parameters seem to confirm that intellectual capital and innovation

capabilif efforts are enomously important to the Textile & Apparel Industry of Sri

Lantia. io uddltioo, the indirect effect of intellectual capital, through motivdtion,

emerges here as critical denoting the importance of having a reasonably higher stock of
intelfotual capital to enable a firm to reap the benefits of its innovation capability

efforts.

Figure 2: Mediating Impact of Organization Motivation

Source: Srirvey Data

Conclusion

The main purpose of study was to find out the impact rel{ionship of rntellectual capital

w.ith the Imovation capabrlity and this impact result is mediated by organizational

motivation, and mode,rated by organizational characterrstics of Textiie & Apparel

iodustry in Sri Lanka. Generally, the study corncludes tliat'p.1"g1trA :"pry is a very

unportaot factor for the zuccess of the organi2ations in a knowledge based economy.

The component of intellectual capital namay numm capital, tirgatizational'capital and

social,capital showed positive relationship wrth ffiovatioil ganab-ilitf-, 
19tn--. 

flie'bn1s of
findings the study suggests that,thg corpponents of rntellgctual chpital can:'play a

signifi6s1 role and orgq4izatiooal motivation is mediating'and moderating to enhance

the innovation capabrlityrof Textile & Apparel Industry in Sri Lanka-

,..,,,.'
Competition is tne frxraamental , 

factor driving businesses to be innovative an{

ultimately to be more productive. Competition in the domestic economy helps and

forces sometimes tle fimrs expand internationally. Competition keepS the firms to be

responsivo ond,flexit[e,,,Ihe Sugglg to attract and retain oustomers t]rough ccmpettiou

obliges,fi1ns 19 ibe,.iqsovativf,,Ggan2ationai motivation factors zuch as reputation

status;,towloosf, pqqqlce!share and,government zupport are very important and influence

on inno-v4tio.n cupaUility gut Smetimes too iatensive competition may have negative

impact on Firuqis .g1owth qthout innoy,ption. Finally, the researchers would also liketo
recommend the potential contributors to conduct their study which inco,rporated allthe
major components of intellectual capital in d:ifferent induskies may also getrsrate
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different patterns in the knou'ledge management and imovation process. llope that the

findings of tt 
" 

rt dy will be helpful to practitioners to understand the concept and role

ol intellectual capital in depth
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